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All libraries look for opportunities to create innovative programs that address community needs in an engaging way.
Academic libraries have additional goals such as bolstering relationships with faculty, promoting information literacy, and
collaborating with the local public library. Heterick Memorial Library at Ohio Northern University, a private university in Ada,
Ohio, found inspiration in an unlikely place that led to a program that met all three of these goals at once.

INSPIRATION
The most successful library programs address a need in an effective and timely way. Sometimes readings or observations
provide a small spark that evolves into a successful, fully developed program. In May 2016, John Oliver, comedian and host of Last
Week Tonight, produced a segment on how news reports frequently oversimplify and occasionally distort scientific studies. The next
week, Steven Bell of Temple University referred to Oliver’s piece in a webinar about the need for faculty to be public scholars, in
part to help reduce this kind of confusion. This sparked our idea to put together a program that would stimulate critical thinking
regarding research. While not a research institution, Ohio Northern has a strong focus on faculty research, particularly in conjunction
with undergraduate students. In keeping with the university’s focus on high-impact learning practices, Heterick Memorial Library
actively seeks to form partnerships both on and off campus. In the summer of 2016, Heterick Memorial Library was undergoing a
significant renovation that would create an inviting space ideal for programming. With all of these elements in mind, we were
inspired to partner with the local public library and university faculty to create a monthly program that would highlight faculty
research through short, easily understood presentations. Beyond raising awareness in the community of research at the university,
we believed that giving people the opportunity to encounter research in a casual environment would boost their confidence in their
ability to understand it, and motivate them to seek more details when they encountered stories about research in popular media.

IMPLEMENTATION
While we brainstormed with our partner, Ada Public Library, the program continued to evolve. Originally each of these
events were intended to have a central theme. In late summer, a discussion occurred during a faculty panel at a library event regarding
the silo mentality on campus. In spite of a newly created Center for Interdisciplinary Studies, a focus on high-impact learning and
encouragement of interdisciplinary work for students, faculty still experienced academic isolation. We knew based on students’
comments that students view the library as neutral territory; we thought that this made us ideally suited to help break down silos by
encouraging a mixed audience for this program. We transitioned to the idea of a program that featured speakers from different
colleges and departments, with no central theme. Naming the program was approached very deliberately. We wanted a name that
encouraged community involvement and emphasized the informal nature of the program, and eventually decided on Ada Chats. In
order to record the presentations to share on the library’s YouTube channel, we also involved our Educational Technology
Department. After modifying the program based on feedback from the faculty, we started scheduling speakers, making a conscious
effort to have a mix of disciplines in each hour-long program. The public library played an important role in promoting the program
and creating interest in the community.
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CHALLENGES AND SUCCESSES
Creating a new program of this scope is not without challenges. For example, many faculty speakers have found it difficult
to explain their topic in 10-20 minutes. While we plan to continue using this time limit, we have started sharing tips with speakers
to help them better plan their presentations. Also, technology has been an issue due to the size of the space. It is difficult to clearly
record the audio without using multiple microphones. Quality of the videos is diminished by the need to dim overhead lights to
display presentation slides when they are used. Marketing the videos has been a less successful element of the program. Efforts are
being made to both improve the quality of the recordings and increase awareness that the videos are available.
Apart from these minor difficulties, we feel that this has been a successful program. Ada Chats has already helped the
library improve existing faculty relationships and form new relationships with academic departments. Community feedback has been
positive, particularly to health-related topics. Cross-disciplinary awareness has increased as attendees come to hear a departmental
colleague or professor speak and also hear speakers from different academic areas. What has been truly compelling is when different
topics end up aligning in unexpected ways. For example, one chat featured talks on infant mortality, blood pressure medication, and
prayer labyrinths, which all related in some way to emotional well-being.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Going forward, the program will undergo some small changes. Upon completion of the public library’s upcoming
renovation, future programs will alternate between the academic library and the public library in order to encourage more community
attendance and awareness. During our first year, we featured only university faculty and staff as speakers. In the future, community
members will also be encouraged to speak on their areas of expertise. While coordinating the speakers will remain the responsibility
of one librarian, tasks will be distributed to various library committees and other librarians in the future. The Library Marketing
Committee will handle publicity and help set up events. All librarians will assist in recruiting future speakers through their liaison
departments. The public library will work to boost community involvement by encouraging community members to speak and attend.
Inspiration can come in any form, from a free library webinar to a comedy show. By listening to the conversations taking
place on your campus, you can take nascent ideas and craft them into something more substantial. We took several ideas and blended
them to create one program that addressed multiple library goals. With some creative adaptations, you can find ways to be part of
the solution and meet campus and community needs.
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APPENDIX
Ada Chats website: http://libguides.onu.edu/adachats
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